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EDITORIAL
REVIEW AND OUTLOOK
Dear employees, business partners, and friends,
The year 2020 began for us like many of the previous years.
Although we had already heard the news of a virus outbreak
in Asia, we could not foresee the resulting consequences and
restrictions. When China went into a complete lockdown and
the virus came to Germany, the challenge became to ensure
the health of our employees and maintain contact with our
customers, and especially our suppliers, in Asia. The supply of
parts to our customers was and still is our top priority. At the
beginning of the lockdown, we formed a core team, addressed
the tasks and responsibilities, worked hard, and continued to
pursue our projects.
We have recently developed hygiene concepts and measures
on our own initiative and are continuously adapting them to
reflect new knowledge in order to maintain the operations of
the company. We have accepted these challenges and successfully established a solid plan of action.
We have adapted our workplaces as well as possible to the new
conditions and allowed employees to work from home offices
wherever possible. Nevertheless, it is our opinion that regular,
personal contact with colleagues is a valuable asset and will be
pleased when everything returns to normal again.
We have tried to maintain direct contact with our customers
as well as we could. Our customers have acknowledged our
efforts, and we were subsequently able to win new projects.
In a period of just 8 months, we were able to obtain 19 new
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colleagues for our team. We plan on focusing the company
even more on our various business areas as well as strengthening these areas, on ensuring our succession plan, on training young people, and on getting experienced, outside people
in the team.
We have learned how important it is to keep a cool head, even
in extreme situations, and never lose our optimism. The year
2020 now lies behind us. We have entered the year 2021 even
stronger than before.
We look forward to continued cooperation with you and our
new colleagues!
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NEWS
Certifications
We were able to record numerous successes in the area
of certifications in 2020. Among others, recertification of
ISO9001:2015, which we were already able to achieve in
January without any discrepancies. In addition, recertification
of the QM system according to the ATEX directive as well as the
accreditation of our in-house and independent environmental
simulation lab according to DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025:2018 were
successfully completed. Subject to our hygiene concept, the
ATEX audit was conducted successfully on-site in Oberwiehl
– in this case as well, compliance with the new version of the
standard was certified without any discrepancies.
Due to the complete revision of DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025:2018,
we started preparing for the audit early to ensure we fulfilled
all requirements of the standard. For the first time, this audit
was conducted as a two-day remote audit. The auditor was
present via video conference and could watch the processes
remotely. In this case as well, the auditor was impressed by
the systematic implementation and effectiveness of the QM
system. This audit was also passed successfully.
For the first time, a sustainability audit was conducted in July
2020 by VW in which compliance with the currently applicable
standards for occupational safety and working conditions were
examined. The audit was also completed successfully without
any problems.
At the same time the external audits were being conducted, the
entire brehmermechatronics team was preparing for an audit
by BMW Motorrad. The audit was conducted for an upcoming
development project. After the initial audit of the processes at
the beginning of July, preparations were made for this audit
in the shortest possible time and with tremendous dedication.
Approval was then granted by BMW Motorrad.

Figures 2 & 3: brehmermechatronics

The audit marathon reached its peak with the Stage 2 audit for
IATF 16949:2016. After the successful Stage 1 audit for IATF
16949:2016 on 19 Aug. 2020, all development and production
processes were examined in the framework of the Stage 2
audit. As a reward for the enormous effort made by the entire
team over the course of the summer under the leadership of
our QMO Mr. Marco Klein, the conclusion of the two auditors
was very positive.
In retrospect, it is possible to see the positive impact that each
of the events in 2020 had on the entire company. Due to new
ideas from outside the company in a wide variety of disciplines
- from the laboratory and purchasing to production - as well
as the constant willingness of the team to set higher goals,
it was possible to sustainably develop all company processes.
This development has sharpened our perception for possible
risks as well as opportunities throughout the company, which
is why we look positively to the future. Finally, we would like
to thank all of you who have promoted, supported, and worked
towards these goals.
We like working in a team and are constantly striving to become
even better.

Sustainability

Stage 1

Stage 2

Figure 1: brehmermechatronics
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BREHMERMECHATRONICS
PROJECTS 2020
In 2020, our Development department worked on a wide variety of projects and successfully put them into
series production. We would like to present a selection of these projects in the following.

Infrared light system
Based on the latest VG standard, brehmermechatronics
developed a set of infrared lights for use in special
vehicles in 2019. The set consists of front and rear lights.
The infrared front light has two light settings (low beam
and high beam), which can also be switched between 8
dimming levels. The infrared light system developed by
brehmermechatronics was then tested and approved by
the German Bundeswehr according to MAN standards.
In the next step, the infrared lights will be adapted to
meet the latest requirements of the VG standard and
will be available starting in 2021.

Figure 4: brehmermechatronics

Blackout headlight
according to VG 96945-5 & 96945-6
The infrared light set developed in 2019 has been
developed continuously since its successful launch in
2020. As a member of the standards committee for
this product, brehmermechatronics was involved in the
required revision of the corresponding VG standard
and developed an appropriate product that complies
with the new standard. As a further development of
the set shown above, this advanced blackout headlight
now features visible blackout light in addition to eight
dimming levels and low and high beam infrared light.
The blackout headlight will be available as a standard
in Q4 2021.
Figure 5: brehmermechatronics
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Dimmer switch
according to VG95318-15
As a supplement to our infrared and blackout headlights,
brehmermechatronics has developed and successfully
industrialized the corresponding 8 level dimmer switch.
The dimmer switch developed by brehmermechatronics
has eight dimming levels. It fulfills protection class IP52
and was developed in accordance with the various
OEM specifications as well as the specifications of the
VG95318-15 standard. The dimmer switch is universally
applicable and is mounted in the dashboard, for example

Figure 6: brehmermechatronics

Figure 7: brehmermechatronics

uFrame
[universal functional safety remote access machine (for) electronic devices]
The patented uFrame expands commercially available
smartphones and tablets through the addition of functionally safe and real-time capable electronics as well as an
additional emergency stop function. With this additional
function, it is possible to execute safety-critical movements
and applications in a machine using a smartphone or a
tablet. Our uFrame has been subject to continuous development since 2020. Due to increased demand on the market,
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we focused on the further development of the version for
smartphones. In addition, a remote terminal for the uFrame
is now available that communicates via CAN bus or, as an
alternative, with redundant I/O modules. The set, which
consists of a remote terminal and a uFrame, is now being
tested in the field with selected customers. We look forward
to answering any further questions you may have about
our product.
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CLASSIC
The brehmerclassics philosophy is to ensure that all products
under development, if possible, are tested in the company’s
own accredited environmental simulation laboratory and in
original vehicles. For the customer, this means shorter development times and lower test costs. For the developers at
brehmerclassics, it is important to be able to test theoretical
insights directly in actual applications and to immediately
recognize and document the results.

All “brehmerclassics” developments are based on the wellknown VDA and DIN standards as well as on customer
standards. State-of-the-art methods (e.g. digitization, geometrization, CAD, simulations, 3D to 5D printing, auxiliary
tools, etc.) help to shorten development times, and therefore
to “reach the goal” more reliably. The team is comprised of
experienced and young forces from the fields of electrical,
mechanical, and electronic systems.

BREHMERCLASSICS
PROJECTS 2020
Various hazard light switches - BMW Classic
After developing and producing the first hazard light switches for BMW Classic in 2018, additional
hazard light switches were produced in 2020 for various BMW models, including the E3, E9, E12,
and E23. These switches are completely identical to the original switches and are designed with
electromechanical contacts and springs to provide corresponding switch feedback. We manufacture
the hazard light switches for the European market as well as for the market in the USA. All switches are subjected to extensive load testing and endurance testing in our in-house, accredited
environmental simulation laboratory for the purpose of approval.

Figure 8: brehmerclassics

Corrado license plate frame - Volkswagen Classic Parts

Figure 9: brehmerclassics

Due to high demand, reproduction of a license plate holder for
the Corrado was started in cooperation with Volkswagen Classic
Parts. The license plate holder is an original part in terms of its
form, size, and material quality.
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The challenges posed by this very flat product include freedom
from warpage, an even surface free of flow marks, and a stable
design of the necessary clip hooks.

The products we have developed can be purchased from the corresponding manufacturers/authorized workshops
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Convertible top drives E30 & E36 – BMW Classic
The challenges posed in the convertible top drive projects were
to reproduce a convertible top drive and a convertible top flap
drive for the BMW E30 and E36 convertible models through
reverse engineering. Since not all specifications were available
- which is very often the biggest challenge in “Classic” projects
- an exact specification had to be created. For this purpose, the
drives used to open and close the convertible top and the convertible top compartment cover were completely redeveloped
using original materials. In the process, the original parts had
to be geometrized and digitized, simulations performed, and
calculations made. After the drives were completely developed
with our CAD system Catia V5, all individual parts were created in
2D and all tolerance calculations were performed, construction
of all die casting molds, plastic injection molds, and CNC programs required for the production of the gears could be started.
All molds were completely reproduced to ensure originality.
The individual parts from the new molds were manufactured
using original materials. Among others, the housing geometries

were designed and reinforced to eliminate the previous weak
spots. To drive the convertible top and cover, a gear drive with
state-of-the-art drive motors was redeveloped.
The first drives were then tested extensively in our own E30
and E36 test vehicles. Even an endurance test was performed
with the vehicles. Since the tolerances and (sluggish) motion
of the entire convertible top mechanism also play a major role,
various configurations were tested. The results of the tests
were taken into account when programming the final test
stand. All assembly workstations were set up according to the
guidelines, and work and test instructions were created and
approved in a joint process audit. The total development time
was 2 years. In December 2020, the initial sampling process
was conducted at BMW Classic, and the approval process was
conducted by BMW. The first products have already been delivered to BMW Classic. The projects were completed exactly
within the time frame agreed to by BMW Classic.

Figure 10: brehmerclassics
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The products we have developed can be purchased from the corresponding manufacturers/authorized workshops.
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CLASSIC
Antenna amplifier - Porsche Classic
Porsche Classic put their trust in us in 2020 and commissioned
us with the reproduction of an assembly for amplifying and
suppressing interference in the radio reception signal for various
Porsche models. For this purpose, the provision of the housing
parts, corresponding assembly of the electronic components,
casting, and final testing of the product was performed by
brehmerclassics in direct coordination with Porsche Classic.
This project has a special meaning for brehmerclassics because
it was the first time Porsche Classic had commissioned us to
reproduce a product
Figure 11: brehmerclassics

ABS sensors/pulse generator - BMW Classic
In 2020, BMW Classic commissioned brehmerclassics to develop safety-relevant ABS sensors/pulse generators. The requirement was to ensure 100% reproduction of the old Bosch
sensors. The sensors commissioned are used in various BMW
models, among others in the E24 series (6 Series Coupe with
the “M6” as well as the E30/2 (known as the Z1)). Due to the
lack of information on the product, it was necessary to completely redevelop it. The 3D data and the 2D drawings were created during the redevelopment process. The analysis of the materials used was successfully conducted by brehmerclassics. A
big challenge was the design of the coil as well as the sizing of
the magnetic field because some of the original materials were
no longer available. Upon receipt of the first samples from the
newly manufactured molds, the safety-relevant sensors were

Figure 12: brehmerclassics

qualified for use in series production in our in-house, accredited
environmental simulation laboratory, installed in our own test
vehicles, tested, and finally approved by BMW Classic. The first
production series sensors have already been delivered.

Interference suppressor connector - Mercedes-Benz Classic
In the past, interference suppressor connectors for the ignition
system of a vehicle were manufactured exclusively from thermoset bakelite. Nowadays, these products are almost exclusively made of a thermoplastic material. The materials used for
interference suppression connectors need to have outstanding
electrical characteristics. This includes, for example, a very
high dielectric strength, no tendency to leak current, and also
high requirements with respect to all mechanical and thermal
properties. The engine compartment is subject to intense heat,
extreme vibrations, electrical loads, and even thermal shock.
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Figure 13: brehmerclassics

After development, the product was qualified in our accredited
in-house environmental simulation lab according to the specifications of Mercedes-Benz Classic. Unfortunately, we do not
have a vehicle from Mercedes in our fleet to conduct tests on.
We received approval from Mercedes-Benz Classic in February
2021 and will soon start series production.

The products we have developed can be purchased from the corresponding manufacturers/authorized workshops
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Bumpers and bumper overriders - BMW Classic
The new production of a bumper set for the BMW 02 Series
made of steel with a chrome-plated surface was a particular
challenge for the colleagues at brehmerclassics. Since this
vehicle series was developed at the beginning of the 1970s,
they were unable to access any CAD data. To remanufacture
the bumpers, they had to be geometrized and digitized first
in order to generate a new 3D data set. Based on the 3D
data generated, it was then possible to start the economical
production of 150 sets with relatively low tooling investment.

Our partner in Turkey, who specializes in the production of large
sheet metal parts, was then able to quickly make tools for all
bumpers and bumper overriders based on our data. The highgloss chrome-plated surface is also a challenge – imperfections
such as surface scratches can be seen immediately. After two
short correction loops, which were also necessary due to adjustments to our test vehicle, we were able to present the initial
samples with their initial sample test reports to BMW Classic.
Since the end of 2020, we have been delivering the first bumpers
and bumper overriders to BMW Classic.

Figure 14: brehmerclassics

Brake back plate - Volkswagen Classic Parts
Due to the cult status of the classic VW T3, there are still thousands of these vehicles in operation. As a result, Volkswagen Classic
Parts decided in 2020 to reproduce the brake back plate for the brake drum of the T3.
In this case, brehmerclassics was able to rise above the competition and win
this order. To manufacture the brake back plates, the 3D data as well
as the tools were produced based on an original sample from
Volkswagen Classic Parts. The selection of the material
as well as the necessary manufacturing process
was specified by brehmerclassics in close coordination with the production partner. The qualification process for the new brake back plates
was subsequently specified in coordination
with VW Classic Parts. However, a correction
loop was necessary because one weld point
needed to be reinforced. After successful correction, qualification was successfully completed in
the accredited in-house environmental simulation lab.
Figure 15: brehmerclassics
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HANDEL

NEW PRODUCTS
AT BREHMERCLASSICS
12V LED controller

Figure 16: brehmerclassics

The controller monitors the current consumption of the LED
turn signals and generates a load in the “OK” case so that the
original bulb flasher unit can operate with them. If the current
consumption of the light falls below a defined current value,
then this is registered and the light is considered defective,

then the generation of the load is terminated. The bulb flasher
unit in the vehicle detects a fault and then goes into the rapid
flashing cycle required by law, which indicates the driver that a
turn signal on their vehicle is defective

USB charging sockets (round socket/”Carling” installation dimension)

Figure 17: brehmerclassics

5V 1A / 5V 2.1A
Input: 12V/24V DC
Output: 5V+/-5% 3.1A DC
1A and 2.1A
Installation opening:
29.2 x 26.2 mm
check Contacts: 6.3mm
check IP protection class: IP65
check Temperature range:
-40°C to +60°C
check
check
check
check
check

Figure 18: brehmerclassics

5V 1A / 5V 2.1A
Input: 12V/24V DC
Output: 5V+/-5% 3.1A DC
1A and 2.1A
Installation opening:
36,8 x 21.1 mm
check Contacts: 6.3mm
check IP protection class: IP65
check Temperature range:
-40°C bis +60°C

check
check
check
check
check

Figure 19: brehmerclassics

check
check
check
check
check
check
check
check
check
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5V 1A / 5V 2.1A
Input: 12V/24V DC
Output: 5V+/-5%
2.4A on both sockets
Installation opening:
36,8 x 21.1 mm
Plug connector: FEP/Deutsch/
Molex
IP protection class: IP64
Temperature range:
-40°C to +85°C
Custom cap covers possible

The products we have developed can be purchased from the corresponding manufacturers/authorized workshops
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Foot switch
The extremely robust brehmerclassics family of foot switches
is used in numerous areas such as construction machinery,
buses, railways, and even in the medical sector. Customers like
VOLVO trust brehmerclassics.

Figure 20: brehmerclassics

Limit switch / “smart” brake light switch: redundant & diagnosable
With brehmerclassics know-how, a diagnostic interface was
added to a standard limit switch last year. This feature allows
the customer to reliably monitor the functionality of this limit
switch in all operating states and at all times. A failure of the
limit switch – which monitors the function of the brake system
and controls the brake lights – would be extremely critical.
With the help of “brehmertechnology”, the on-board controller
is able to detect the failure immediately and react accordingly.
Furthermore, this new development enables it to be used in
low current applications. The product has a very robust design
and is suitable for reliable operation under extreme environmental conditions. The product is designed for a lifespan of
more than 3 million switching cycles, making the switch suitable for use in systems with functional safety requirements, for
example. Our customer Deutz relied on the in-house, accredited brehmermechatronics environmental simulation laboratory
for qualification.

Figure 21: brehmerclassics

Pushbutton with
“emergency shutdown”
function
The brehmerclassics family of pushbuttons is now supplemented by two “emergency stop” versions, a non-illuminated version (4 pins) and an illuminated version (6 pins). The versions
with sealed connection plugs ensure that the emergency stop
switches function reliably at all times, even under extreme environmental conditions.
Figure 22: brehmerclassics
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CONTACT
Your contact
Do you have any questions about our products, would you like more information, or do you simply want to get to know us?
Then just contact us. We look forward to receiving your call or email!

Moritz Schmidt
Management

Robin Brehmer
Management

Dennis Blättermann
Managing Director

M.Eng. Mechanical Engineering
Head of Development

Head of Sales & Classic

Dipl.-Ing.

v +49 2262 727 17-16
a m.schmidt@brehmer.gmbh

v +49 2262 727 17-20
a r.brehmer@brehmer.gmbh

v +49 2262 727 17-22
a d.blaettermann@brehmer.gmbh

ALWAYS
UP-TO-DATE!
For more information, please visit our
completely revamped website at:

brehmermechatronics.com

CONTACT
Brehmer GmbH & Co. KG
Wilhelm-Grümer Weg 22
51674 Wiehl
Germany
Telephone +49 2262 727 17-0
Fax
+49 2262 727 17-11
Email
info@brehmer.gmbh
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